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surround the massive structure that's sprung up at the base of the main entrance to the

Costco Wholesale. The massive structure at the main entry to Costco on Saturday.
(Photo by Todd Anderson/Toronto Sun) The international retail chain announced

recently that it has moved its warehouse into the former Evraz Place as well as its car
dealership and Kenex Building. The $1.8 billion structure also boasts parks, retail

outlets and offices, and its massive drive-thru is the largest in Canada. While in the
construction process, the company has kept the public in the dark about what exactly is
behind the massive Port of Entry that has already brought people into the facility twice
this week. Some have suggested it's a toilet, but some are convinced it is a security gate.
The structure has been all but removed from the fence line so people can get the lay of
the land. It's been reported that the huge portal has also been used to bring supplies into

the building as well as meet up with patrons after shopping. Most observers are
questioning just who is paying for the massive structure and what exactly is inside
it?Mild hyperplasia of the prostate with elevated prostate-specific antigen in boys:

impact of increased size on interpretation of prostate-specific antigen. The prostate-
specific antigen (PSA) is a serum marker used for diagnosis of prostate cancer and
helps in patient management. This study reports an increased prevalence of PSA
elevation in young boys that is secondary to mild hyperplasia of the prostate. To

determine the cause of this increase, we investigated the PSA levels of young boys and
men and found them to be comparable. The prevalence of PSA elevation was

significantly higher in young boys and men who had benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH)
and BPH with an elevated P
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